
  SECR /SR 12ton  7 plank Open Wagon
These wagons were built from 1919 (one wagon had been built in 1915). 
Construction of the first 480 wagons was during 1919-20 at Ashford. A further 300 
were built by Cravens in 1921 and 240 at Ashford in 1922. Then in 1926-7 another 
500 were built by the SR at Ashford. All of the SR wagons had sheet rails, and 
most still had them when withdrawn: those transferred to Dept. use in BR days 
probably had them removed. A majority of the wagons lasted until the mid 50s, 
and 71 lasted until as least 1961 in revenue service. Dept. wagons were withdrawn 
around 1970. Some received metal plates to retain the floor along the bottom of 
the 1st plank and metal capping on the top edge of the body.
REFERENCES: 
'Southern Railway Wagons Vols.  3/4', Bixley, Blackburn,  Chorley, King (OPC).
LIVERY: SECR Wagon Grey (P581) – everything except the wheels.
SR: Wagon Brown (Precision P91) including solebars, running gear black. BR 
revenue stock was grey (P126).    
LETTERING: SECR — on planks 5/6: "S E" on left side, "C R" on right side; 
wagon no. to right  of rope ring on 1st plank LH side; Load between rope rings 1st 
plank RH side: "12 TONS" ; Tare RH end of solebar e.g. "TARE 6.6.1"
 SR — large "S R" on planks 4-6 either side of door stanchions, until 1936, with 
number placed as SECR, & load RH 2nd plank "12 TONS", later "13 TONS", both 
4" high (1.3mm). The tare was below this. After 1936 the S R was also reduced to 
4" high & placed in the LH corner 3rd plank, with the load & number below 
(planks 2-1). 
ALSO AVAILABLE:  C7 SR 25ton Brake Van, C6 SR 12ton 8 plank open, 
C50 SR 10 5plank open, C33 LBSC/SR round/flat end open (D1369), C77 
SECR 2 plank ballast wagon & C78 SECR "Dance Hall" Brake Van.

Construction: 12mm wheels & bearings are required (not supplied). 
When first built, the wagons had spoked wheels, including some with the 
"open" spoke type, but some may have had 3-hole disc wheels fitted under 
SR/BR ownership. The SR built wagons probably had 3-hole disc wheels 
from new.
Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly e.g. 
Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). 
Assemble the sides & ends of the body upside down, and fit the floor – there 
are 3 studs near the bottom of the sides to locate it. The bottom edge of 
the sides should be just below the underside of the floor. Leave to set. 
Fit the bearings into the back of the axleboxes. Along the centre bottom 
edge of the solebars are 3 small tabs to locate the brake levers. Cut the 
right hand tab off ONE solebar — this solebar should be fitted on the side 

of the floor that has the locating rib for the brakegear nearest the edge. The 
solebars locate next to the long rib on the floor, there are also 3 studs on this rib 
that they should be against.
Add the wheels and allow to set. Then fit the buffer body extensions (on the 
solebar sprue near the door springs) and the buffer heads. 
BRAKE GEAR: only one set of shoes/rods is needed. Fit against the rib on the 
floor, checking that it doesn't foul the wheels. Fit the plain brake lever against the 
tabs on the solebar and to the block on the solebar near the end of the RH spring. 
Cut the short wire supplied to 23.5mm long and put through the hole in the brake 
gear to the back of the "V" hanger. Add the "link" type brake lever to the other 
solebar with the end of the wire on the back of the "V" hanger.
Doorsprings: fit to the solebar below the rubbing plates on the doors.
Sheet Rail: fit the supports to the ends between the stanchions, so that the rail 
pivot at the bottom of the arm is on the join between the 4th and  5th planks. Bend 
the long length of wire so that the short ends are 72.5mmapart. Cut these to 8mm 
long and fit to the rail support – the ends of the wire should be about halfway down 
the "cut-off triangle" plates (against the upright "bar".
If not used on this wagon, the sheet rail can be used on our C6 SR 8plank Open.

Wagon Nos. : 12121-500, 15791-6090, 16191-430; these blocks became SR Nos. 
15598-977, 15978-6277, 16278-398 &16399-515. There were a few random nos. 
The SR built wagons were 28501-9000.  BR: prefix number with "S".
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